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FOREWORD

Professor Adams Bodomo, a native of Ghana, formerly resi-

dent of Hong Kong, and now resident of Austria, personifies

a gratifying and growing number of globally minded African

intellectuals boldly presenting alternative approaches to

African development and its dynamic relationships with other

parts of the world. In seeking to clarify, redefine and reshape

Africa’s changing position in the increasingly globalizing

world, he, like many of his generation, takes a humanistic,

nationalistic and at the same time Pan-Africanist approach,

aimed at improving the lives of ordinary Africans, their com-

munities and countries. He rejects traditional Eurocentric

approaches and seeks alternatives to maximizing Africa’s

benefits and minimizing costs from globalization of foreign

investment. As a globalized African scholar, Professor

Bodomo is uniquely qualified to reframe the discourse about

the globalization of Africa, its changing relationships with

Europe, China and other emerging economies, seeking a

more balanced approach with Africa in the lead.
Like many African Africanists, Professor Bodomo firmly

believes that Africa will get maximum benefits for its

resources and markets only if it succeeds in evolving an

Africa � driven foreign investment policy to regulate all

foreign investors on a bilateral basis as opposed to entering

into multilateral investment relations. This is a powerful

message that he wants all his readers � Europeans, Asians,
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South Americans…or fellow Africans � to internalize.
By raising the important question as to whether or not
Africa and the Africans can manage globalization to advance
their own development, he affirms the strong conviction
many of his generation share that indeed globalization can
and must be managed for the benefit of all. Once again, we
are reminded of the fact that management matters, and that
those who have the capacity and tenacity to manage globali-
zation in all its dimensions will survive and even thrive.
Those without are likely to suffer and be permanently
marginalized.

In this concise book, Professor Bodomo has a message
for us all. For Europeans, the message is clear: European
investments have not always been beneficial to Africa and
the Africans, especially those at the bottom of the pyramid.
The European Union needs to change its economic relations
with Africa and separate politics from commerce … in his
words ‘let politics be politics, and investment be investment’.
This is not a new message, but it takes on new urgency
because, for the first time, Africa has a growing number of
alternative economic partners. Evidently, both Europe and
the US governments are deeply concerned about China’s
deepening economic engagements with Africa. In 2011
alone, then Secretary Clinton accused the Chinese of neo-
colonialism in eastern and southern Africa, the Germans
accused them of being a contributing factor to the famine in
eastern Africa and David Cameroon accused them of ‘steal-
ing’ trade, investment and business opportunities in Nigeria
from the UK-based companies. Critics have linked these
European anxieties with NATO type military operations in
Africa.

On the whole, Europeans find it difficult to change
because attitudes towards Africa and the European institu-
tions that deal with Africa have not changed that much since
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colonial times. Europe’s ongoing public finance difficulties
relating to national budgets, deficits and an uncertain Euro
have weakened its capacity and influence to compete for
international investment, especially in high-risk environ-
ments. European business in Africa is dominated by old
conservative oligopolistic companies, and bilateral relations
are driven by foreign aid and military, NATO type opera-
tions. Most European countries have strong domestic NGO
constituencies addicted to foreign aid with little or no interest
in promoting trade or investment with Africa. European
global growth companies that Professor Bodomo refers to as
the future drivers of global business and commerce are hardly
present in Africa. Until European business and government
leaders can change the way they deal with Africa by replacing
conditionalities with conditions, improving the quality of
partnerships with Africans, and substantially providing more
opportunities for trade and investment rather than focusing
almost exclusively on relief and aid, Africans of Professor
Bodomo’s generation will remain unimpressed, and probably
hostile. The challenge is for both Europe and Africa to
effectively manage this needed transformational aspect of
globalization.

Professor Bodomo has an equally important message for
China and the Chinese. Western reactions to China’s grow-
ing economic engagements with Africa have been lukewarm,
controversial and at times hostile, but Professor Bodomo
takes a different view. He sees China as a game changer,
paradigm shifter, providing alternative and potentially better
models for African development, international relations and
helping Africa to overcome its global marginalization.
China’s ‘don’t ask, don’t tell’ approach to Africa’s internal
affairs, its willingness to combine aid with trade and invest-
ment, its experience in managing projects in high-risk
environments and its strategic and long-term approach to
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relationship building combine to present a positive picture
for Africa. Indeed, as an emerging superpower with a
strong growing economy, China is well positioned not only
to play a leading role in the global economy and global
society but also to significantly change the rules of the game
governing global institutions. This has profound implica-
tions; key among them is the urgent need for Africa
and China both to improve their individual and collective
capacities to manage Africa�China globalization to mutual
advantage.

Under present global conditions, it would appear that
there is no country with the potential to do more for African
economic development and transformation than China. But
for this to happen, both China and Africa must get it and get
it right. While China has a strategy for Africa (e.g. FOCAC),
Africa is yet to articulate its strategy for China. The chal-
lenge, however, is that neither China nor Africa is monolithic.
Accordingly, both sides need differentiated and carefully
targeted strategies to reflect changing realities in China,
Africa and globally. We need to go beyond continental orga-
nizations like the African Union, regional organizations like
ECOWAS, and seek more operational strategies among
complementary countries (e.g. Kenya and South Sudan),
sectors (e.g. transport, energy) or development issues (e.g.
urbanization). Likewise, Africa needs to do more to attract
investments from Chinese investors outside Beijing, and focus
on the emerging private sector, provincial governments and
town and village enterprises (TVEs). As China continues its
domestic economic reforms, these will become the prime dri-
vers of the country’s going global policy, foreign investment
and globalization.

There are many things China can do to achieve co-
development with Africa, within the context of a revised
FOCAC framework, and on regional and bilateral relations.
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It is important to diversify trade and investment to include
sectors other than resource extraction and infrastructure
building, and to include African countries not endowed with
minerals or petroleum. China needs to open its vast domestic
markets to African exports, not only by reducing tariffs, but
more importantly, by forming joint ventures with African
producers, especially those in the private sector. A key area
where China, rather than Europe, can be particularly helpful
is the development of an African enterprise private sector,
globally competitive and capable of growing African trade
and investments. Only by helping Africa to build a strong
and globally competitive economy and effective state will
China be a true partner and paradigm shifter, different from
earlier Europeans. This is the essence of Professor Bodomo’s
message to the Chinese.

Growing up in East Africa, I remember seeing many peo-
ple of Indian origin engaged in business, trade and commerce.
Indeed, for a number of African countries, the Indian com-
munity served as the link with the global economy. However,
unlike many of the Chinese people we see in Africa today, the
Indians were settlers rather than expatriates. Accordingly, the
message Professor Bodomo offers for India� the Indian gov-
ernment and Indian investors in India � is rather different.
Indeed, the Indian government and investors have been slow
to respond to Africa’s growing economic opportunities, in
spite of well-established Indian roots in Africa. While India,
like China, is an emerging global economic power, India is
not China. It is wrong for India to emulate China in Africa,
and it is wrong for Africa to deal with India as if it were
China. Professor Bodomo’s message here is clear: Africa and
India need to identify areas of socio-economic complementa-
riness in terms of sectors (e.g. services), institutions (e.g. public
administration) and businesses (e.g. business processes) and
develop investments of mutual advantage. India also needs to
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work with Africa to help access its growing domestic market

for African goods and services and technology both for

public administration and productive enterprises. India can

also be a game changer and paradigm shifter for African

international investment and development, if the global rela-

tionships between the two are strategically calibrated and

managed.
We now turn to the message that Professor Bodomo offers

to African leaders and policy makers. The first message is

that with globalization, economic management and public

administration become much more difficult and challenging.

Not only do leaders and policy makers have to deal with

Europeans, but they must also deal with competing and often

conflicting expectations from the Chinese, Indians and others

from the South. At the same time, the global economy

changes so fast that the reasons for foreign investors to come

and invest often differ from those for staying and investing

more. For example, if the Chinese originally came for oil and

minerals, now they are also interested in African land to

grow food for their own people, banking to finance trade and

investment and deep sea ports to service global supply chains.

Governance, leadership and management become equally

complex, and require competent, proactive, strategic thinking

and operational efficiency both in the public and private

sectors. While friendship, trust and a sense of brotherhood

are important, especially for South-South international invest-

ments, nothing replaces strategic thinking and business

acumen. I see Professor Bodomo’s message as a challenge for

African leaders and policy makers to make sure that they

have the individual, institutional and national capacities and

competencies to effectively manage the complexities of glob-

alization to mutual advantage. Failure to do so would mean

that it does not matter whether it is the Europeans, the
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Chinese or the Indians; Africa would not benefit from foreign
investment, not matter where it comes from.

Finally, as an academic, Professor Bodomo has a message
for the academic community. His first message is that all
his propositions and hypotheses are subject to empirical veri-
fication. We must not take his word for gospel truth. Rather,
we must apply rigorous research to test whether or not his
work can be supported by independent evidence. For exam-
ple, there is a need for longitudinal and comparative studies
of European, Chinese and Indian investments in Africa to
determine if indeed there are significant differences, over a
period of time, among them in terms of net benefits to Africa
and the Africans. As well, Professor Bodomo’s bold assertions
that China’s economic engagements with Africa constitute a
paradigm shift which has also reduced the continent’s global
marginalization need further discussion and research. The
alternative view is that China’s contributions to Africa’ econ-
omies are additive and transactional, rather than transforma-
tional, and that Africa still remains marginalized in terms of
global economic, political and international relations. African
NGOs seem to have taken a lead from their European cousins
and condemned Chinese engagements with Africa. Professor
Bodomo is challenging them to think again, or at the very
least to suspend judgement until more objective evidence is
available.

Taking a page from recent Chinese economic develop-
ment, Professor Bodomo seems to draw comparisons between
the role played by ethnic Chinese and the African Diaspora in
the development of their respective economies. Here again,
we need both experience based (case studies) and empirical
research to establish the role of the African Diaspora in
advancing African globalization and international foreign
investment. If management is important for globalization,
then we need management research and development to
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ensure a level playing field for Africa. Since most African

states are dominated by an overreaching state and a relatively

small or weak business sector, we also need research that

informs of the optimal institutions and institutional arrange-

ments needed to support the effective management of African

globalization and foreign trade and investment. There is also

the question of comparing and testing for the salience and

applicability of Sino-capitalism (market economy with

Chinese characters) with Western type of capitalism for the

varied emerging African economic systems. There is much

Africa can learn from China in terms of proper pacing and

sequencing of economic reforms.
Admittedly, not everyone will agree with everything

Professor Bodomo has said. For example, he may have under-

estimated the positives of European investments in Africa,

too upbeat about China and unduly optimistic about Africa’s

capacity and tenacity to manage globalization to advantage

for all. His failure to clearly differentiate, in this book,

between official China (bilateral or multilateral) and the

growing highly differentiated Chinese participants from the

private sector (individuals, SMEs), and even provinces

(e.g. TVEs) in Africa or the many Africans who live and

work in China does not take into account the more recent

changes in Africa�China relations. Yet, we all agree that the

questions he has raised and the intellectual rigour with which

he has treated the salient issues remain important and laud-

able. The messages embedded in this work are not only rele-

vant for Africa’s former colonial masters but also for China,

India and present and future members of the evolving GEEP

(group of emerging economic powers). As Professor Bodomo

has promised, this short exposé should be seen as the first of

a series of publications that will critically examine globaliza-

tion of foreign investment in Africa with different global
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players. We look forward to reading this and other works by

Professor Bodomo.

Moses Kiggundu
Professor,

Management and International Business,

Sprott School of Business,

Carleton University,

www://sprott.carleton.ca

Note: Professor Kiggundu is also currently editor of the

African Journal of Management (AJOM). He is also a mem-

ber of the African Capacity Building Foundation (ACFB).
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION: GLOBALIZING
FOREIGN INVESTMENT

IN AFRICA

The 21st century era of globalization has suddenly opened up

many investment alternatives for Africa. There is now a rush

by many government and private companies to invest in

Africa to the extent that we can begin to talk of a process of

worldwide investment. At the turn of the Millennium, foreign

investment in Africa was only worth about USD10 billion. By

2014, the number had climbed to USD54 billion according to

the United Nations Commission on Trade and Development

(UNCTAD) 2015 report. Indeed, in order to emphasize this

intensified process, we may talk of the globalization of invest-

ment in Africa. The use of the term globalization of invest-

ment in this book aims thus to describe this vast proliferation

of investment from all corners of the globe into Africa. To

understand this globalization of investment, we need to put

the term globalization itself in context. There are many

definitions and theoretical view points on globalization

from works such as Meyer (1980), Meyer et al. (1997),
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Robertson (1992), Steger (2009), Wellerstein (1998) and

James (2014). In this book, we advance the following defini-

tion of the term globalization:

Globalization is a process which involves an

increasing interaction of people of different

cultures, languages, and identities as more and

more efficient transportation and communications

technologies facilitate the movement of peoples,

goods, and services across vast expanses of

the world.

This definition is closely in line with Thomas Friedman’s

idea of globalization as follows: ‘The simple definition of

globalization is the interweaving of markets, technology,

information systems and telecommunications systems in a

way that is shrinking the world from a size medium to a

size small, and enabling each of us to reach around the

world farther, faster, deeper, and cheaper than ever before,

and enabling the world to reach into each of us farther,

faster, deeper, cheaper than ever before. That’s what glob-

alization is.’ (http://www.bricklin.com/albums/fpawlf2000/

friedman.htm: accessed December 5, 2016). In several

works (Friedman, 2005, 2008, 2016), Thomas Friedman

has described many aspects of globalization that are closely

in sync with many of the theoretical approaches we exam-

ine in this book.
There are many theoretical dimensions to this definition

and conceptualization of globalization, including the socio-

political, socio-economic and socio-cultural and we shall be

looking closely in this book at how this global flow of capital

investments into Africa affects African lives politically, eco-

nomically and culturally. Some of the major theories of glob-

alization include the following.

2 The Globalization of Foreign Investment in Africa
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1.1. SOCIO-ECONOMIC THEORIES

Works like Wellerstein (1998) theorize globalization in terms
of the spread of the capitalist world system across the entire
globe. The globalization of investment in Africa and else-
where would then be one of the processes licensed by this
theoretical view of globalization since foreign investment is
an essential part of the capitalist world system.

1.2. SOCIO-POLITICAL THEORIES

Works like Meyer et al. (1997) often theorize globalization in
terms of polities (systems that create value through the collec-
tive conferral of authority) and tend to show how nation
states are governed or controlled by some universal cultural
values. ‘Instead of a central actor, the culture of world society
allocates responsible and authoritative actorhood to nation-
states’ (Meyer, 1980, p. 112).

1.3. SOCIO-CULTURAL THEORIES

Works like Robertson (1992) theorize globalization (known
as world culture theory) which focuses on the way in which
participants in the process become conscious of and give
meaning to living in the world as a single place. For instance,
Robertson defines globalization as the compression of the
world and the intensification of consciousness of the world as
a whole.

These and other major theories of globalization are well
summarized on a useful website for the study of globalization,
called ‘The Globalization Website’: http://www.sociology.
emory.edu/globalization/ (last accessed December 5, 2016).

3Introduction: Globalizing Foreign Investment in Africa
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Foreign investment is an integral component of some of
these goods and services mentioned in the various definitions
of globalization, including the one we have advanced in this
book. We may indeed define the Globalization of Investment
in Africa as a process which involves the transformation of
the socio-economic, socio-political and socio-cultural lives of
Africans as more and more foreign investors and the foreign
investments they bring from across all parts of the world
move into the African continent. The term as defined here is
different from the term investment globalization, which is
defined by some economists (e.g. Chase Dunn, 1989) as the
proportion of all invested capital in the world that is owned
by non-nationals.

Some of the questions we may ask include the following:
can Africa manage this scenario of the globalization of
investment well enough to boost its socio-economic develop-
ment? How would this affect African lives politically, eco-
nomically and culturally? This book examines the role of
foreign direct investment (FDI) in Africa’s socio-economic,
socio-political and socio-cultural development with particular
reference to Europe and Asia’s two biggest emerging eco-
nomic powers, China and India. This book begins with a
focus on conceptualizations of FDI in Chapter 2 and then
develops a debate about its benefits or otherwise to the eco-
nomic development and political sovereignty of the recipient
country. It then turns to a historical overview of FDI in
Africa since the second half of the 20th century, with particu-
lar reference to Europe’s investment in Africa in Chapter 3. It
documents a scenario of Western dominance from mainly
European colonial powers and the United States. Following
from this historical overview, it is argued in Chapter 4 that a
paradigm shift occurred with China’s 21st century intensified
foray into Africa in search of oil and other raw materials to
fuel its rapidly rising economy. In Chapter 5, the argument
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about a paradigm shift is further developed with the idea

that even though India was in Africa long before China, it

was basically a sleeping giant that has had to wake up to

challenge the sudden rise in Chinese investment in Africa,

beginning with its ‘Focus � Africa’ investment programme.

Apart from highlighting the prominent roles played by

Europe, China and India, a brief overview of new emerging

players in the African investment stratosphere is provided in

Chapter 6, with particular reference to other ‘BRICS’ coun-

tries such as Brazil and Russia. Finally, in Chapter 7, we look

into the future and defend the hypothesis that Africa will

only get maximum benefits for its natural resources if it suc-

ceeds in evolving an Africa-driven foreign investment policy

to regulate all foreign investors on a bilateral basis as

opposed to entering into multilateral investment relations.

This book concludes with the idea that maintaining clear

investment alternatives in Africa’s investment stratosphere (a

metaphor we use throughout this book to signal these high-

level investment activities by different actors in Africa) pre-

sents the best scenario for an African economic renaissance

in the 21st century.
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